
H2H3 RUN #506 – Saturday 22nd April 2023 

 

Location:  Hin Lek Fai, Hua Hin District, Prachuap Khiri Khan 77110 near Black Mountain 

Plus Code Location: JWG5+M95 Hin Lek Fai, Hua Hin District, Prachuap Khiri Khan 

GPS Coordinates: N 12.626471, E 99.908433 

Google Map Link: https://goo.gl/maps/icLHD8rMPXAe3V2S6 

 

Hares:  Rubber Duck & Paddy Red Belly 

Biermeister Team:  Jock Twat 

Ice Man:  Tinks 

Tax Collector:  Tinks 

Scribe: Tinks 

Number of Hashers: 31 

 

Pre-Hash Circle. 

A return to a favourite area of Rubber Ducks.  On route to the run site, I spotted Rubber Duck (RD) competing with 

Election Candidate sign erectors for space to post the HHH direction signs to the run site.  Upon arriving at the run 

site Wurzel Gummidge was already present and shortly thereafter RD arrived followed by Jock Twat and the 

beverage truck.  As it drew closer to the start time the attendance increased to around 30.  Acting GM Ding-a-Ling 

called the pack to order, and Paddy Red Belly (PRB) advised the pack of what to expect on today’s trail.  No Cattle, 

some yappy dogs, one barbed wire fence, a Walkers trail and Rambo trail with one split and merge.  His closing advice 

was to conserve energy for the uphill finish. 

 

Trail. 

The trail headed north uphill and then broke left and a further uphill stretch before a long gentle downhill path.  This 

path used on several hash routes was devoid of its usual dense foliage because of the long dry period and occasional 

small bush fires.  African Queen quoted it would be easy to see the short cutters.  The FRB’s had disappeared and 



were not seen again until the return to the start point.  At the split 

point the Long Run/Rambo trail went left and the Walkers Trail 

straight on.  The trails after merging then took a new trail from 

previous visits to the area before coming out on a familiar road.  The 

trail turned right and headed towards a recognisable point where 

the trail did a u-turn around a combination barbered wire and bush 

fence.  I considered climbing over but thought better of it, although 

Brambles Bill confessed to having climbed over.  The trail then 

headed towards the horse stabling area before turning right and 

heading uphill to the split point.  A long and misleading trail where 

you think you reached the top only to see that was not the case.  PRB 

had warned about the need to conserve energy for this but for some 

it drained their batteries to a low point.  No casualties however with 

all making it back to the start point.  The FRB’s having completed the 

trail in under an hour, but for the walkers it was more than 70 for 

most minutes.  

 

Post Hash Circle and Down Downs. 

 

Hares:  Rubber Duck and Paddy Red Belly:  given a good rating by all for the trails laid. 

Visitors and Leavers:  Jack Off and Dot Cum from Chiang Mai Happy Hash. 

Returner and Leaver:  Bruised Willy 

Jock Twat:  Comments on Chang Beer and it will never cross my lips:  Photo evidence of JT drinking Chang. 

Mudman comments on owning a new iPhone:  Caught JT in the act of drinking Chang. 

Rubber Duck accused by Cathusalem of leaving old signs on trail. 

Bruised Willy:  asked were all his mates from Bangkok were after threats of a joint run. 

Next Week’s CAH3 Run Hare: FRB, from the area between Soi 94 and 102 where previous hash bonfire parties have 

been held. 

 

On After. 

Several of the pack made their way to the Esan Ban Suan on the Pala-U Road for food and socializing. 

 

On On Scribe 

Tinks 

 


